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the history of ann sacks began simply. A woman went looking
for a Mexican wedding dress and found some great tile instead.
Inspired by its colorful blend of timeless art and craft, she began
shaping a unique business from her home in Portland, Oregon.
made by ann sackstm adds a mark of excellence to our story with a
refined and curated line which offers custom capabilities and even
more compelling choices.
absolute craft remains our signature, as it was from the beginning.
Every single tile you see is created under our roof in Portland.
this is the line we make ourselves—and it represents the core of
everything Ann Sacks stands for.
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made by ann sackstm is the very latest expression of
functionality and beauty united with handcrafted skill.
Our aesthetic range includes the full spectrum of diverse
design from traditional to modern, all manufactured in
portland, oregon. Our custom capability means that
every tile is made to order to your exact specifications.
Start from the natural textures of stoneware or earthenware
and finish with gloss, matte or crackle glazes.
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We offer exclusive shapes that can be tailored to your
taste in a range of colors and glazes. Our palette of 113
earthenware and 48 stoneware colors complements
almost any design. custom color matching is available and
easy. varied price points give you even greater flexibility.
Finally, through creative collaborations with the world’s
most visionary designers, we present unique collections
melding fine art and craft in ways you must see to believe.

annsacks.com
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DESIGNER COLLECTIONS

Welcome to a space where art and craft go hand-in-hand.
As innovators, artisans and visionaries, these select designers
represent the best and brightest the industry has to offer.
We feel honored to share their visions and lend our own
considerable strengths in bringing their latest ideas to you.
Here, there’s no set pattern. MADE by ANN SACKS begins in
the minds and sketchbooks of talented designers we’ve worked
closely with for years. Like a fingerprint, each collection
is free to be original and distinctive in its own way.

Barbara Barry
Crisp, clean lines and uncluttered forms consistently identify Barbara
Barry’s work. Her sophisticated design is classic, timeless and fluid.
“I find beauty in the fine detail around me. I wish to design in a way that
leads to a simple way of gracious living everyday.” This philosophy is
readily apparent throughout our Barbara Barry collection.
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Barbara Barry

a.

b.

c.

d.

h.

i.

e.

f.

g.

j.

l.

k.

m.

n.

a. original diamond w/o drop 4” x 8” b. beaded 3” x 5” c. beaded diamond 4” x 6” d. beaded 4” x 4” e. original oval drop for diamond 0.42” x 0.62”
f. groove 4” x 4” g. groove deco 4” x 4” h. groove 2.75” x 6” i. frame elongated hex raised edge 3.5” x 6” j. frame raised edge 3” x 6” k. frame
raised edge 4” x 4” l. frame embossed edge 4” x 4” m. frame embossed edge 3” x 6” n. frame elongated hex embossed edge 3.5” x 6” recommended use
& requirements Suitable for all indoor vertical applications, including shower walls. Not suitable for floors. Earthenware not suitable for outdoor use. Stoneware not
recommended for outdoor use in freeze/thaw climates. Crackle and transparent glazes not recommended for wet areas. Crackle glazes must be sealed. material
Earthenware. Frame and Groove collections also available in Stoneware. color Available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Earthenware glazes. Frame and Groove collections also available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Stoneware glazes. Field tiles shown in Pewter Gloss BB07. Previous page: Groove Deco in Pewter Gloss BB07. Facing page: Frame
Elongated Hex Raised Edge in White Gloss BB01 & Elongated Hex Embossed in White Matte BB21.
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Robert Kuo
A visit to Robert Kuo’s showroom is an aesthetic inspiration.
The China-born artisan is famous for mixing modern designs with
ancient Chinese techniques. He draws his inspiration from organic
forms found in nature, as well as timeless motifs of the ancient Han
and Ming Dynasties. Here, in Robert Kuo Chinois, he blends these
techniques with modern insight to make a unique visual statement.
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Robert Kuo

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g

a. hua 9” x 9” b. ice crackle 9” x 9” c. kuai 9” x 9” d. lantern 9” x 9” e. shan 9” x 9” f. toad skin 9” x 9” g. dragon swirl 9” x 9” recommended use &
requirements Suitable for all indoor vertical applications, including shower walls. Not suitable for floors. Not recommended for outdoor use in freeze/thaw climates.
material Stoneware. color Available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Stoneware glazes. Field tiles shown in Tea Dust Gloss G2037. Previous page: Shan in Lake Gloss G2033.
Facing page: Hua in Blue Lagoon G2010.

2 0 annsacks.com/robert-kuo
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Kelly Wearstler
Kelly Wearstler is an internationally renowned designer whose
global lifestyle brand combines smart design with a soulful vibe.
“I incorporate materials made by Mother Nature in all my spaces,”
she says. “They are inherently luxurious.” In creating Tableau by
Kelly Wearstler—her first foray into tile—she was inspired by the
waves of possibilities in the beauty of the California coast.
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Kelly Wearstler

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

a. crescent field 9” x 9” b. crescent deco 9” x 9” c. horizon 1 9” x 9” d. horizon 2 9” x 9” e. reef 9” x 9” f. surf 9” x 9” g. coastal 9” x 9” recommended
use & requirements Suitable for all indoor vertical wall applications, including shower walls. Earthenware not suitable for outdoor use. Stoneware not recommended
for outdoor use in freeze/thaw climates. material Earthenware and Stoneware. color Available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Earthenware and Stoneware glazes.
Field tiles shown in White Shimmer Matte M2020. Previous page: Crescent Deco in Currant Gloss G2007. Facing page: Coastal in White Shimmer Matte M2020.

2 4 annsacks.com/kelly-wearstler

Vicente Wolf
Famous for finding inspiration in travel, Vicente Wolf has been atop the
Manhattan design industry for over 35 years. His evocative aesthetic—
at once exotic and sophisticated—is guided by integrity and simplicity.
Our Vicente Wolf Textures collection shows his great eye for detail,
sharpened by a portfolio ranging from multinational conglomerates
to private homes, hotels and restaurants, to product design.
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Vicente Wolf

a.

b.

c.

e.

f.

g.

i.

d.

h.

j.

a. illusion 6” x 6” b. illusion 4” x 8” c. waves 6” x 6” d. waves 4” x 8” e. in & out 6” x 6” f. in & out 4” x 8” g. roll up 6” x 6” h. roll up 4” x 8”
i. raffia 6” x 6” j. raffia 4” x 8” recommended use & requirements Suitable for all indoor vertical applications, including shower walls. Earthenware not
suitable for outdoor use. Stoneware not recommended for outdoor use in freeze/thaw climates. Crackle and transparent glazes not recommended for wet areas.
Crackle glazes must be sealed. material Earthenware and Stoneware. color Available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Earthenware and Stoneware glazes.
Field tiles shown in Mineral Matte M2023. Previous page: In and Out in Dark Cobalt Gloss 126. Facing page Illusion shown in Dense Fog Gloss G1042.

2 8 1-800-278-8453

annsacks.com/vicente-wolf 2 9

CORE COLLECTIONS
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CORE COLLECTIONS

Creativity lives under our own roof at MADE by ANN SACKS.
Many of our most popular ceramic tile collections are designed
and manufactured by the artisans at our Portland, Oregon factory.
This simple yet elegant selection ranges from modest to luxurious
in look and feel, as well as price. Every style here can be ordered
to your own color and design specifications, so you have choice
without compromise. Enjoy.

3 2 1-800-278-8453

Modern
Crisp geometry, fluid details and virtually limitless application are
hallmarks of our Modern collection. Developed in our signature
Stoneware body and paired with glazes that break beautifully at the
edges, each individual tile creates a subtle play of shadow and light.
The collective effect is dramatic.
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Modern

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

a. connected square 8” x 8” b. peak 8” x 8” c. moon 8” x 8 d. square 8” x 8” e. valley 8” x 8” f. split 8” x 8” g. criss cross 3” x 9” h. rectangle 3” x 9”
i. peaked diamond curved 3” x 9” j. split left 3” x 9” k. split right 3” x 9” recommended use & requirements Suitable for all indoor vertical applications, including
shower walls. Not recommended for outdoor use in freeze/thaw climates. material Stoneware. color Available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Stoneware glazes.
Field tiles shown in Blue Mist Matte M2015. Previous page: Split Left Field in Pine Gloss G2012. Facing Page: Rectangle in White Shimmer Matte M2020.

annsacks.com/modern 3 7

Modern Ribbed
Extending the crisp geometry of the Modern line, Modern Ribbed can
be used to take things up a notch. The tile face features a ribbed detail
to add depth and definition. The result is an eye-catching tactile quality.
Patterns and possibilities are endless with each install.
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Modern Ribbed

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

h.

g.

i.

j.

a. ribbed split 8” x 8” b. ribbed triangle 10” x 10” c. ribbed moon 8” x 8” d. ribbed peaked diamond curved 3” x 9” e. ribbed criss cross 3” x 9”
f. ribbed rectangle 3” x 9” g. ribbed peak 8” x 8” h. ribbed split left 3” x 9” i. ribbed split right 3” x 9” j. ribbed connected square 8” x 8”
recommended use & requirements Suitable for all indoor vertical applications, including shower walls. Not recommended for outdoor use in freeze/thaw climates.
material Stoneware. color Available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Stoneware glazes. Field tiles shown in Blue Mist Matte M2015. Previous page: Triangle in New Bronze
Lustre Matte M2016. Facing page: Ribbed Moon in New Lagoon Gloss G2010.

4 0 annsacks.com/modern-ribbed

Gotham
Gotham is our 21st century take on Mid-Century Modern design.
Available in either Earthenware or Stoneware bodies with over 150 color
choices, these patterns are bold, creative and distinctive. Beautiful.
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Gotham

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

a. bamboo 4” x 8” b. bamboo 3” x 8” c. oval 2” x 5” d. oval star 2” x 3.75” e. swiss cross 4” x 4”
f. rectangle star 3” x 5.25” g. rectangle 4” x 7.5” recommended use & requirements Suitable for all
indoor vertical applications, including shower walls. Earthenware not suitable for outdoor use. Stoneware
not recommended for outdoor use in freeze/thaw climates. Crackle and transparent glazes not recommended
for wet areas. Crackle glazes must be sealed. material Earthenware and Stoneware. color Available in all
MADE by ANN SACKS Earthenware and Stoneware glazes. Field tiles shown in Birch Matte CL27. Previous page:
Swiss Cross in Dandelion Gloss AA116. Facing page: Swiss Cross in Bright White Matte 200.

annsacks.com/gotham 4 5

Revival
Turn the page to Revival and you discover a new wealth of
traditional options, with 161 color choices in both Earthenware
and Stoneware. Use Revival’s time-honored shapes to create
a classic installation that will pleasantly surprise you in its
subtle versatility—from Arabesque Flat to Arabesque Pillowed,
Marrakech to Scallop.
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Revival

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

a. arabesque flat 6” x 6.35” b. arabesque pillowed 6” x 6.35” c. marrakech (1 of 2) 4.23” x 6.1” d. marrakech (2 of 2) 4.23” x 5.5” e. scallop 5.875” x 5.405”
recommended use & requirements Suitable for all indoor vertical applications, including shower walls. Earthenware not suitable for outdoor use. Stoneware not recommended
for outdoor use in freeze/thaw climates. Crackle and transparent glazes not recommended for wet areas. Crackle glazes must be sealed. material Earthenware and Stoneware.
color Available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Earthenware and Stoneware glazes. Field tiles shown in Candle White Gloss 102. Previous page: Arabesque Pillowed in Carnelian Gloss
G1005. Facing page: Marrakech 1 and 2 in Bright White Matte 200.

4 8 annsacks.com/revival

Capriccio
Capriccio is a handcrafted tile with a refined body and transparent
glazes reminiscent of classic French ceramics. A soft palette of timeless
glazes and simple moldings offers a European appearance at a great
value. Another favorite feature: as one of our touchstone styles,
Capriccio is in stock, with a range of harmonious trims.
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Capriccio

a.

b.

FPO
Will reshoot this set in LA

c.

d.

e.

a. frame Photo Caption detailing various products
shown in install. Berat esequis evenetus Blue Mist.

a. capriccio favo 2.88” x 6.13” b. rectangle 2” x 4” c. arabesco 4.3125” x 6.125” d. rectangle 3” x 6”
e. square 4” x 4” recommended use & requirements Suitable for all indoor vertical applications, including
shower walls, light use counters and indoor flooring. Not suitable for outdoor use. material Earthenware.
color Available in stock in all Capriccio glazes, also available by custom order in all MADE by ANN SACKS
Earthenware glazes. Field tiles shown in Fiore White Gloss Cap12. Previous page: Favo in White Gloss Cap06.
Facing page: Favo in White Gloss Cap06.

annsacks.com/capriccio 5 3

ELEMENTS COLLECTION
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ELEMENTS COLLECTION

When our Elements collection runs through the kiln in Portland,
it emerges as your basic go-to field tile—beautiful, affordable and
flexible enough to accompany all things MADE by ANN SACKS.
You’ll find Earthenware and Stoneware bodies with rich, interactive
glazes across our full color spectrum. Custom colors are available.
And for larger formats the magic word is Formatti. Let it roll.

5 6 1-800-278-8453
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Elements
From our point of view, certain choices should be elementary.
Our Elements collection offers you the fundamental choice of
Earthenware and Stoneware bodies in a soft palette with updated trim
and moldings. Together, they make this longstanding favorite all the
more interesting as you creatively combine its components.
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Elements

Elements Formatti
The popularity of our Elements line inspired us to offer the same
attractive features in a large format tile. Elements Formatti pairs our
signature earthenware body and glazes with field sizes that range up
to 6”x16” for exponentially greater impact.

6 0 1-800-278-8453
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Elements

Elements

a.

b.

c.

d.

o.

p.

q.

g.

e.

f.

i.

m.

s.

t.

u.

n.

a. plain 2” x 2” b. plain 3” x 3” c. plain 4” x 4” d. plain 6” x 6” e. plain 2” x 8” f. plain 3” x 8” g. plain 2” x 4” h. plain 2” x 6” i. plain 3” x 6”
j. plain 4” x 6” k. plain 4” x 8” l. hexagon 4” x 4” m. chevron left 2” x 6” n. chevron right 2” x 6” recommended use & requirements Suitable
for all indoor vertical applications, including shower walls, light use counters and indoor flooring. Earthenware not suitable for outdoor use. Stoneware not
recommended for outdoor use in freeze/thaw climates. Crackle and transparent glazes not recommended for wet areas. Crackle glazes must be sealed.
material Tiles on this page available in Earthenware and Stoneware. color Available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Earthenware and Stoneware glazes.
Field tiles shown in Cashmere Grey Gloss Cap14. Page 71: Plain in Cashmere Grey Gloss Cap14. Page 72: Formatti 4 x 16 in Bright White Gloss 100.

6 2 1-800-278-8453

r.

k.

j.

l.

Elements Formatti

h.

o. plain 6” x 9” p. plain 8” x 8” q. plain 9” x 9” recommended use & requirements Suitable for all indoor vertical applications, including shower walls.
Suitable for light use residential floors. Stoneware not recommended for outdoor use in freeze/thaw climates. material Tiles O, P and Q are available in
Stoneware only. color Available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Stoneware glazes. Shown in Mineral Matte M2023.
r. field 4” x 12” s. field 4” x 16” t. field 6” x 12” u. field 6” x 16” recommended use & requirements Suitable for all indoor vertical applications, including
shower walls. Suitable for light use residential floors. Earthenware not suitable for outdoor use. material Tiles R, S, T and U are available in Earthenware only.
color Available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Earthenware glazes except transparent and crackle glazes. Shown in Cashmere Grey Gloss Cap14.

annsacks.com/elements 6 3

FINISHING TOUCHES
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FINISHING TOUCHES

When it comes to putting the tile puzzle together with the right trims
and moldings, MADE by ANN SACKS gives you a genuine edge.
We have decorative and architectural accents already designed and
color-coordinated to make the transition easy. And we’ll custom-tailor
solutions to help you corner the market on convenience.

6 6 1-800-278-8453

Trims | Elements

a.

d.

b.

e.

c.

f.

h.
g.

i.

j.

l.

k.

m.

n.

p.

o.

q.

r.

a. half round small 0.6” x 6” b. c cap single bullnose 2” x 6” c. quarter round small 1” x 6” d. half round large 1” x 6” e. trim 2 2” x 8”
f. quarter round large 1.25” x 6” g. radius bullnose small 2” x 6” h. flat liner small 0.5” x 6” i. flat liner medium 1” x 6” j. radius cove small 2” x 6”
k. radius bullnose medium 4” x 6” l. flat liner thick 0.75” x 6” m. flat liner large 1.25” x 6” n. radius cove medium 4” x 6” o. radius bullnose large
6” x 6” p. cove 1” x 6” q. channel border 2.25” x 6” r. radius cove large 6” x 6” material Elements trims available in Earthenware and Stoneware.
color Available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Earthenware and Stoneware glazes. Trim pieces shown in Cashmere Grey Gloss Cap14. Facing page: Elements Plain Field 2 x 6”,
Classic Cap and Classic Ogee in Cool Forest G1051. Elements Liner in Bright White Gloss 100. Refer to page 88 for trim profiles.

annsacks.com/trims 6 9

Trims | Capriccio, Revival, Gotham

Trims | Barbara Barry

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

l.

b.
d.

c.

f.

e.

h.

g.

i.

j.

a. capriccio classic 2.25” x 6” b. capriccio corniche 2.25” x 6” c. capriccio angolo liner 0.75” x 6” d. capriccio quarter round 1” x 6”
e. capriccio liner 0.5” x 6” f. gotham bamboo box 3” x 8” g. gotham bamboo box 4” x 8” h. gotham bamboo box 0.875” x 8” i. revival channel liner 1” x 8”
j. revival rounded liner 1” x 8” Capriccio trims available in Earthenware and Capriccio glazes.Gotham and Revival trims available in Earthenware and
Stoneware, and all MADE by ANN SACKS Earthenware and Stoneware glazes. Trim pieces shown in Cashmere Grey Gloss Cap14. Large tile, above: Barry Beaded Cove Cap.
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a.

m.

n.

a. barry beaded base molding 3” x 6” b. barry beaded bullnose 2” x 6” c. barry beaded diamond border molding 3” x 6” d. barry beaded cove cap
barry beaded cove base 1.5” x 6” f. barry beaded trim molding 1” x 6” g. barry original base cove b 5” x 6” h. barry original v cap 1.25” x 6”
i. barry original base cove a 6” x 6” j. barry frame border raised edge 2” x 6” k. barry groove base 4” x 6” l. barry groove v cap 1.675” x 6”
m. barry groove quarter round 1” x 6” n. barry groove narrow v cap 0.875” x 6” material Barbara Barry trims available in Earthenware. Frame and Groove
also available in Stoneware. color Available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Earthenware glazes. Frame and Groove also available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Stoneware
glazes. Trim pieces shown in Cashmere Grey Gloss Cap14.
1.75” x 6” e.

annsacks.com/trims
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Trims | Classic

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

a. border 2.4” x 6” b. cap 3” x 6” c. fancy base 5” x 6” d. fancy liner 1.5” x 6” e. flat liner 2” x 6”
f. plain base 4.5” x 6” g. ogee 1.75” x 6” h. plain liner 1” x 6” material Classic trims available in
Earthenware and Stoneware. color Classic trims available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Earthenware
and Stoneware glazes. Trim pieces shown in Cashmere Grey Gloss Cap14. Facing page: Contemporary Crown Large,
Stepped Borders, Peaked Liner, Cap and Stepped Base.
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Trims | Contemporary

Trims | Diagram

14
15
8

7
a.

16

6

9

b.

17

c.

18

10

4
d.

f.

1

e.

h.

g.

5

19
12
2

3

i.

j.

11

k.
13

a. base 4.5” x 6” b. cap 2.5” x 6” c. crown 3.5” x 6” d. flat liner 1.25” x 6” e. stepped border 3” x 8” f. peaked liner 0.75” x 6” g. crown large 3” x 8”
h. stepped liner 1.5” x 8” i. stepped base 4” x 8” j. radius bullnose small 3.5” x 6” k. radius bullnose large 6” x 6” material Contemporary trims
available in Earthenware and Stoneware. color Available in all MADE by ANN SACKS Earthenware and Stoneware glazes. Trim pieces shown in Cashmere Grey

1
3
4
5
6
7

Gloss Cap14.

*Requires custom order.
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6” X 6”. 2 6” X 6” Trim Radius Bullnose Large.
6” X 6” Trim Radius Cove Base Large.
1” X 6” Trim Cove Base Large.
Trim Cove Down-Angle / Out-Corner.
Trim Quarter Round Corner.
1” X 6” Trim Quarter Round.

8
9
10
11
12
13

Trim Quarter Round Sink In-Corner.*
Trim Quarter Round Out-Corner / Beak *
Trim Cove Up Angle / In-Corner.*
Trim Radius Bullnose Large Out-Corner.*
Trim Radius Cove Large In-Corner.*
Trim Radius Cove Large Out-Corner.*

14
15
16
17
18
19

3” X 6” Surface Bullnose.
3” X 6” Double Bullnose Left.
3” X 6” Double Bullnose Right.
3” X 3”.
3” X 3” Surface Bullnose.
Trim Radius Cove Large Up-Angle.*

annsacks.com/trims 75

Trims | Profile
BARRY ORIGINAL
V CAP*

Trims & Profile
BARRY ORIGINAL
BASE COVE A*

BARRY ORIGINAL
BASE COVE B*

BARRY GROOVE
NARROW V CAP

BARRY GROOVE
BASE

BARRY GROOVE
QUARTER ROUND

BARRY BEADED
TRIM MOLDING*

0.875” x 6” x 0.875”

1” x 6” x 0.35”

1” x 6” x 0.375”

BARRY BEADED
COVE BASE

BARRY BEADED
BULLNOSE*

BARRY BEADED
COVE CAP*

CONTEMPORARY
STEPPED BORDER

CONTEMPORARY
STEPPED BASE

3” x 8” x 2”

3” x 8” x 0.875”

4” x 8” x 0.875”

CONTEMPORARY FLAT
LINER

CONTEMPORARY
BOX LINER

CONTEMPORARY
PEAKED LINER

.75” x 6” x 0.5”

CONTEMPORARY
LARGE CROWN

CONTEMPORARY
STEPPED LINER

CONTEMPORARY
CROWN

CONTEMPORARY
RADIUS BULLNOSE
SMALL

CONTEMPORARY RADIUS
BULLNOSE LARGE

3.5” x 6” x 1.5”

3.5” x 6” x 0.7”

6” x 6” x 0.65”

ELEMENTS MOLDING
RADIUS COVE SMALL

ELEMENTS TRIM 2

ELEMENTS MOLDING
C CAP SINGLE BULLNOSE

1.25” x 6” x 1.25”

BARRY FRAME
BORDER RAISED EDGE

2” x 6” x 0.35”

6” x 6” x 0.6”

5” x 6” x 0.6”

1.5” x 6” x 0.688”

4” x 6” x 0.4”

BARRY BEADED
DIAMOND BORDER
MOLDING*

BARRY BEADED
BASE MOLDING*

BARRY GROOVE
V CAP

CLASSIC FLAT LINER

CLASSIC BORDER

2” x 6 x 0.375””

CLASSIC CAP

1.5” x 8” x 0.878”

CONTEMPORARY CAP

1.75” x 6” x 1.25”

1.25” x 6” x 0.4”

2.5” x 6” x 0.5”

.875” x 8” x 0.875”

CLASSIC FANCY LINER

ELEMENTS MOLDING
CHANNEL BORDER

CONTEMPORARY BASE

ELEMENTS MOLDING
RADIUS COVE LARGE

ELEMENTS MOLDING
RADIUS COVE MEDIUM

1.5” x 6” x 0.85”

CLASSIC LINER PLAIN

2” x 8” x 1.25”

2.250” x 6” x 0.5”
ELEMENTS MOLDING
FLAT LINER THICK
3” x 6” x 0.438”

3” x 6” x 0.5”

1.675” x 6” x 2.25”

2” x 6” x 0.5”

2.4” x 6” x 0.75”

CLASSIC FANCY
BASE

CLASSIC PLAIN
BASE

CLASSIC OGEE

GOTHAM BAMBOO
BOX MOLDING

GOTHAM BAMBOO
BOX MOLDING

3” x 6” x 1.25”

CAPRICCIO
QUARTER ROUND*

2” x 6” x 0.8”

ELEMENTS MOLDING
HALF ROUND LARGE

ELEMENTS MOLDING
HALF ROUND SMALL

1” x 6” x 1”

0.6” x 6” x 0.6”

1” x 6” x 0.55”

CAPRICCIO CORNICHE*

1” x 6” x 0.5”

.75” x 6” x 0.45”

4.5” x 6” x 1.45”

6” x 6” x 0.7”

ELEMENTS MOLDING
FLAT LINER LARGE

ELEMENTS MOLDING
FLAT LINER MEDIUM

ELEMENTS MOLDING
FLAT LINER SMALL

4” x 6” x 0.7”

2” x 6” x 0.8”

ELEMENTS MOLDING RADIUS BULLNOSE SMALL

REVIVAL
CHANNEL LINER

CAPRICCIO
ANGOLO LINER*
2” x 6” x 0.8”

2.25” x 6” x 1.625”
3” x 8” x 0.875”

GOTHAM BAMBOO
BOX MOLDING

ELEMENTS MOLDING RADIUS BULLNOSE MEDIUM

CAPRICCIO CLASSIC*

0.75” x 6” x 0.5”

1.25” x 6” x 0.35”

1” x 6” x 0.35”

.5” x 6” x 0.35”

ELEMENTS MOLDING
COVE

ELEMENTS MOLDING
QUARTER RD LG

ELEMENTS MOLDING
QUARTER RD SM

CAPRICCIO LINER*

5” x 6” x 0. 8”
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4.5” x 6” x 1.15”

1.75” x 6” x 1.125”

4” x 8” x 0.875”

0.875” x 8” x 0.875”

0.5” x 6” x 0.35”

4” x 6” x 0.7”

1” x 8” x 0.65”
REVIVAL
ROUNDED LINER

ELEMENTS MOLDING RADIUS BULLNOSE LARGE

2.25” x 6” x 1.125”

*Available in Earthenware only; all other trims are available in both Earthenware and Stoneware.

1” x 6” x 0.95”

1.25” x 6” x 0.75”

1” x 6” x 0.5”

6” x 6” x 0.6”

1” x 8” x 0.75”
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Designing with

MADE BY ANN SACKS
To pull everything together, follow three basic steps. Consider the space you’re designing
for, indoors or out. Decide on the style you want to achieve, from traditional to modern.
Remember to account for any requirements for maintenance.

7 8 1-800-278-8453

1

choose a style

2

3

choose a color

choose a trim

MADE by ANN SACKS gives you a full
aesthetic spectrum. All the way from
classic and traditional looks, through
transitional and eclectic styles,
right up to the most contemporary.

Select the color family that appeals to
you most from the palette that goes
with your style. Or, ask for a custom
color match. Then pick the finish and
glaze you prefer.

Complete a traditional look with base
moldings, chair rails and crown moldings all
MADE by ANN SACKS. If you’re thinking
modern, try a plain field with minimal trim
and let the pattern or glaze be the star.
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Glossary

Glossary
base
Creates a transition from the wall
to the floor.

craze
The random pattern of fine lines or cracks
on the surface of a crackle-glazed tile.

kiln
A special oven used to dry and harden
clay objects in a process called firing.

beak
A corner piece for a quarter round.

earthenware
Ceramics made with earthenware clay
body. Smooth-textured and lightly porous,
with more consistent glaze color than
stoneware. Fired at relatively low heat.

molding
Provides a decorative or architectural
accent as it finishes off a run of tile.

bisque
A fired clay shape without glaze.
blending
Combining stone or tiles in a way that
highlights the natural variations of color
and texture.
bullnose (single or double)
A rounded tile edge that finishes off
a run of tile. These pieces can also
be used to turn a corner vertically
or horizontally.
ceramic
Items, including tiles and pottery,
made from clay and fired in a kiln.
cove base
Creates a right angle transition from
the wall to the floor.

extruded
Tile or trim unit that is formed when
clay mixtures are forced through a die
of suitable configuration, resulting in a
continuous ribbon of formed clay.
A wire cutter or similar cut-off device
is then used to cut the ribbon into
appropriate lengths and widths of tile.
field
An area of tile covering a wall or floor.
The field may be bordered by tile trim.
fired
The controlled heat treatment of ceramic
ware in a kiln or furnace, during the
process of manufacture, to develop the
desired properties.

netted
Pieces held together by a fabric backing.
quarter round
Used to turn a 90-degree corner with
a rounded edge either vertically or
horizontally.
relief
A figure or pattern that stands out
from the surface of a tile.
stoneware
Ceramics made with stoneware clay
body. Nonporous, stronger, heavier, and
able to be made into larger-sized tiles
than earthenware. Glazes may feature
breaking on edges and relief details.
Fired at high temperature.
trim
Finishing pieces of tile that transition
two areas.

MADE BY ANN SACKS

Ordering, Lead Time,
Installation & Custom Capabilities

From inspiration to installation, we strive to make your journey as smooth and
rewarding as possible. Please feel free to refer to this handy glossary and ask any
questions that arise along the way.

Consult your local Ann Sacks showroom for details on ordering, installation, lead time
and custom capabilities. Our experienced design professionals are thoroughly trained to
answer questions; we look forward to helping with custom requests.

Designing with

Clockwise from upper left: Modern Ribbed Peaked Diamond Curved and Ribbed Rectangle in Cotton Matte M2022.
Modern Moon in New Lagoon Gloss G2010. Modern Ribbed Triangle in New Bronze Lustre Matte M2016 .

annsacks.com
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Sizes & Shapes

Sizes & Shapes

CAPPRICCIO FAVO

1x1

RIBBED TRIANGLE

6x9
Not all shapes available in both Earthenware and Stoneware.

8 2 1-800-278-8453
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Showroom Locations & Acknowledgments

Showroom
Locations

Acknowledgments

ann sacks - austin
1011 W. 5th Street, Suite 110
Austin, TX 78703
(512) 322-9979

ann sacks - miami
61 NE 40th Street
Miami, FL 33137
(305) 572-1212

ann sacks - boston
Boston Design Center
21 Drydock Avenue, Suite 120E
Boston, MA 02210
(617) 737-2300

ann sacks - new york 18th
37 East 18th Street
New York, NY 10003
(212) 529-2800

ann sacks - chicago
222 Merchandise Mart, Suite 100B
Chicago, IL 60654
(312) 923-0919
ann sacks - dallas
1616 Oak Lawn Avenue
Dallas, TX 75207
(214) 742-8453
ann sacks - denver
545 South Broadway, Suite 100
Denver, CO 80209
(303) 282-9300
ann sacks - houston
West Avenue at River Oaks
2800 Kirby Drive, Suite A122
Houston, TX 77098
(713) 522-0805
ann sacks - kohler
765 I Woodlake Road
Kohler, WI 53044
(920) 452-7250
ann sacks - laguna niguel
23811 Aliso Creek Road, Suite 162
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
(949) 831-3333
ann sacks - los angeles
8935 W. Beverly Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90048
(310) 273-0700

ann sacks - new york 58th
204 East 58th Street
New York, NY 10022
(212) 588-1920
ann sacks - portland
402 NW 9th
Portland, OR 97209
(503) 233-0611
ann sacks - san francisco
2 Henry Adams Street, Suite 125
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 252-5889
ann sacks - seattle
2201 Westlake Avenue, Suite 103
Seattle, WA 98121
(206) 441-8917
ann sacks - troy
1700 Stutz Drive
Troy, MI 48084
(248) 643-3393
ann sacks – vancouver bc
1616 West 2nd Avenue, Suite 101
Vancouver BC, V6J 1H4, Canada
(604) 742-2015
ann sacks – washington dc
1629 14th St. NW
Washington D.C. 20009
(202) 299-0014
Please visit annsacks.com/find-a-showroom
for new showroom locations

Inside cover: Revival Marrakech 1 & 2 in Bright White Matte 200.
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